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ABSTRACT
Research suggests that browsing clinical guidelines in a lin-
ear format is difficult for users. One national producer of
clinical guidelines (HAS, the French National Authority for
Health) has recently developed a new document format de-
signed to improve accessibility. It is a limited-depth hy-
pertext structurally constrained so that all information lies
within two clicks of a central index (‘reco2clics’). In the
following paper, we introduce an authoring tool which con-
verts full-length clinical guidelines to the ‘reco2clics’ format.
Alongside routine editorial operations, this tool supports dy-
namic document restructuring, a complex operation using
text segmentation algorithms and deontic analysis.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.7.2 [Document and Text Processing]: Document Prepa-
ration
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Clinical guidelines, document structure, hypertext

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent work has demonstrated that full-length clinical

guidelines are not suitable for all of the anticipated users
[10]. Many health professionals access guidelines online, ex-
tracting information in a piecemeal fashion rather than ab-
sorbing the document as a whole (as might be the case with
offline, continuous medical education). The dense, linear for-
mat favoured by most guideline providers does not support
this type of document access particularly well. This finding
has led to a growing interest in hypertext clinical guidelines,
which support non-linear use cases whilst being compatible
with a variety of platforms (e.g., mobile phones, tablets).

Since October 2011, HAS have dual-published a number
of their clinical guidelines. When this happens, the full-
length guideline is accompanied by a limited-depth hyper-
text document. This hyper-document contains all of the
substantive sections present in the full-length guideline, but
nothing subsidiary (e.g., appendices, preambles, contact in-
formation etc.). This content is presented in a PDF file in

which every document section is connected to a central in-
dex via internal hyperlinks. By definition, all information
in a ‘reco2clics’ guideline must be reachable in two mouse
clicks or less.

The ‘reco2clics’ format has proven extremely popular. An
online survey hosted by HAS asked Does ‘reco2clics’ im-
proves information access? 67% (of 720 respondents) an-
swered ‘Yes’. However, dual-publishing is proving to be
time-consuming for the digital content teams. Once a full
length clinical guideline has been developed, it must be care-
fully converted to the ‘reco2clics’ format. Most of the edi-
torial tasks are routine (e.g. deleting appendices, inserting
internal links), but some are decidedly non-trivial (e.g. doc-
ument restructuring).

When an editor restructures a clinical guideline into the
‘reco2clics’ format, each section below the maximum depth
is a ‘problem’ with two possible solutions. The ‘problem’
section can be merged with its hierarchical parent (e.g., the
text of §2.1.1 would be added to the bottom of §2.1) or pro-
moted to the next level of the structural hierarchical (e.g.
§2.1.1 would become the new §2.2). On the face of it, merger
seems the best option as it minimises disruption to the out-
line structure of the document.1 However, while this is true
in the majority of cases, there is an important exception.
When a section is merged with its hierarchical parent, its
title is removed. This can have a negative consequences for
the user. Explicit document structure allows the reader to
interact with the guideline more effectively [3]. Section titles
help users to locate relevant content efficiently. When the
‘problem’ section contains vital information, there is strong
case for promotion because it preserves the content-specific
title. Furthermore, research demonstrates that informative
(i.e. specific) titles actually help readers to remember the
accompanying text [2, 11].

Clearly, choosing the best solution for a ‘problem’ section
is a complicated task. In the following sections, we describe

1Assume we have two headings - ‘§2.1 Pulmonary Disease’
and ‘§2.1.1 Bronchitis’. Concatenating all the text from
§2.1.1 with §2.1 results in a single change to the outline
structure (i.e. we lose one section heading). However, if we
choose to promote §2.1.1 to §2.2, multiple changes may be
required. For example, we may have to promote §2.1 as well,
to retain the coherence of the hierarchical structure.



Figure 1: The tool makes suggestions for every ‘problem’ section (i.e., promote/merge). The user chooses a
structuring option by clicking on the corresponding button. The option suggested by the system is green-lit.

an authoring tool that can simplify this task. It converts
full-length clinical guidelines to the ‘reco2clics’ format, au-
tomating all routine editorial operations. It also supports
semi-automatic, content-based document restructuring con-
sistent with a 2-click heuristic.

Authoring tools capable of converting text to hypertext
are, of course, fairly common [13]. The features which dis-
tinguish this work from previous work are as follows:

1. A technique for dynamically re-structuring documents
which exploits the automatic recognition of deontic op-
erators (see previous work in [5, 4, 12]).

2. A generalisable approach to section segmentation that
exploits tables of contents.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Limited depth hypertext
The ‘reco2clics’ format is informed by research into the

usability of hypertext navigation. Ignacio Madrid et al. [7]
have previously demonstrated that path length (the number
of steps required to access information) is a major determi-
nant of hypertext usability. Van Schaik and Ling [14] also
analysed this relationship. Both studies provide support for
the use of limited-depth hypertext guidelines.

2.2 Section segmentation
In our work, the process of section segmentation (i.e.,

parsing document sections from a clinical guideline) is com-
plicated by two factors. The first factor is the text extraction

process. Section segmentation requires plain text. The only
universally available document format for HAS guidelines
is PDF. The extraction of high quality text streams from
PDF documents is highly problematic (see §6). The second
factor is corpus diversity. There is significant diversity in
the HAS guideline corpus in terms of logical structure and
appearance. In this respect, our work is similar to research
into hierarchy extraction from HTML [15, 9, 6].

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Our system accepts a linear guideline as input and out-

puts a hypertext document in ‘reco2clics’ format. Note that
this is not the finished product. Following previous work,
our system implements a ‘user in the loop’ approach (see
Figure 1). Our tool provides a suggestion for every ‘prob-
lem’ section. Suggestions are communicated to the user via
buttons. If the tool suggests promotion, the ‘promote’ but-
ton will be green-lit. If the tool suggests merger, the ‘merge’
button will be green-lit. The user works through the vari-
ous ‘problem’ sections, following or ignoring the suggestions
as they see fit. Every time they make a decision (i.e., by
clicking a button), the structure of the hypertext document
is dynamically updated. When the user is satisfied with the
re-structured guideline, it can be exported directly to PDF.
This tool significantly shortens the time required to edit and
publish a ‘reco2clics’ format guideline.

4. THE CONVERSION PROCESS
In this section, we describe the process of converting a

guideline. First, we pre-process the guideline using a section



Figure 2: A manually generated 2011 HAS guideline in ‘reco2clics’ format (left), alongside sample output
from our conversion tool (right). Minor differences are caused by the evolving house style for ‘reco2clics’.

segmentation algorithm. Second, we analyse the content of
each ‘problem’ section. The latter step, which relies on the
automatic recognition of deontic expressions, suggests the
best option for each section (i.e., promotion or merger).

4.1 TOC-based section segmentation
In the first step of the conversion process, our tool ex-

tracts raw text from a full-length clinical guideline using
Apache PDFBox.2 Various routine editorial operations are
performed (e.g., headers/footers are excised) and the table
of contents (TOC) is analysed. The output of this analysis
is a list of section titles. Our authoring tool uses this list
to identify section boundaries in the guideline. This pro-
cess requires two separate passes through the document. In
the first pass, the tool looks for sentences that are identical
to TOC entries. In the second pass, we use approximate
string matching to catch multi-line section titles and entries
corrupted by extraction noise (e.g. a multi-line title inter-
rupted by a footnote).3 When the section boundaries are
confirmed, our authoring tool parses the sections.

4.2 Analysing the ‘problem’ sections
In the second step of the conversion process, each ‘prob-

lem’ section is analysed to determine if it should be pro-
moted or merged. There is little substantive research to
guide this activity. Therefore, we decided to develop an
experimental heuristic which considers the presence of de-
ontic structures. Deontic structures, which are recognised
using shallow natural language processing (NLP), indicate
the presence of clinical recommendations (i.e., statements
conveying some degree of obligation) [5, 4, 12]. For example,
‘En l’absence de facteur de risque additionnel, l’HAD n’est
pas indiquée en antepartum pour les grossesses gémellaires’,
trans: ‘In the absence of additional risk factors, homecare is
not indicated for twin gestation/pregnancy’.

2http://pdfbox.apache.org/
3We use Levenshtein distance for fuzzy string matching [8]

Given a ‘problem’ section, our algorithm will suggest pro-
motion (rather than merger) if that section contains one or
more clinical recommendations. This heuristic is supported
by previous research into text comprehension and recall. As
a general rule, the specificity of titles increases with sec-
tion depth. A top level heading will announce the general
theme (e.g., guideline 73 §3, ‘Situations pathologiques pou-
vant relever d’une HAD en antepartum’, trans: ‘Patholo-
gies compatible with outpatient or home care treatment
before birth’), while sections lower in the hierarchy elabo-
rate it (e.g., guideline 73, §3.3.1, ‘Antécérdents d’hématome
rétroplacentaire’, trans: ‘A history of placental abruption’).
When a section is merged with its hierarchical parent, its ti-
tle is excised. This removal can have negative consequences.
Explicit document structure allows the reader to interact
with the guideline more effectively [3]. Section titles help
users to locate relevant content quickly and efficiently. Fur-
thermore, informative titles act as advance notifiers, helping
readers to remember the accompanying text [2, 11]. Our
heuristic tries to preserve content-specific titles, hopefully
improving document accessibility and user recall.

5. EVALUATION
We carried out a two-stage evaluation designed to answer

the following questions:

1. Was the TOC-based section segmentation algorithm
accurate (i.e., did the algorithm parse sections from
guideline correctly)?

2. Did the promote/merge algorithm function correctly
(i.e., did it recognise clinical recommendations and rec-
ommend promotion when appropriate)?

5.1 Section segmentation algorithm
In the first stage of the evaluation, we measured the ac-

curacy of our section segementation algorithm using a set
of full-length clinical guidelines randomly selected from the
HAS corpus (5 guidelines comprising 127 sections, 201 pages).



We processed each guideline using our conversion tool and
compared the generated hypertext document to the original
guideline. The accuracy of our algorithm was very good.
87% of the sections (i.e., 110/127) were correctly parsed
(i.e., the text in the hypertext document was the same as the
text in the guideline). The errors (17/127) were all related
to footnotes (see further §6). These positive results validate
the use of the TOC for section segmentation. Note that this
is a transferable technique. It should be applicable to other
semi-structured documents similar to clinical guidelines.

5.2 Promote/Merge algorithm
In the second stage of the evaluation, we created an ar-

tificial guideline which collected 50 ‘problem’ sections. All
of these sections were drawn from the HAS corpus. Half of
the sections contained clinical recommendations. Half of the
sections did not. We processed this guideline using our au-
thoring tool and scored the output. 88% (22/25) of the sec-
tions containing deontic structures were processed correctly
(i.e., the tool recommended promotion). 92% (23/25) of the
sections without clinical recommendations were processed
correctly (i.e., the tool recommended merger). The false
negatives (3/25) and false positives (2/25) were attributed
to the widespread use of ‘pouvoir’ (trans: be able to) in
French, particularly in certain idiomatic expressions.

6. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
The creation of clinical guidelines is an expensive process,

requiring considerable time and expertise. In this paper, we
have presented an authoring tool that simplifies the process
of converting a traditional clinical guideline into a hyper-
text document. It automates all routine editorial operations
and provides dynamic support for the more complex. This
tool has the potential to considerably reduce the overhead of
creating ‘reco2clics’ guidelines for everyone involved in the
process. It relieves digital publishing staff from multiple low-
level formatting operations, and its document restructuring
functions support the decisions taken by project managers.

In future work, we plan to improve our section segmenta-
tion algorithm. Text extraction from PDF source files often
generates document noise, page layout artefacts that compli-
cate textual analysis. Some of these artefacts are easy to re-
move from the raw text (e.g., page headers/footers). Others
are more problematic. Footnotes are particularly trouble-
some. PDFBox usually folds footnotes into the last section
on the page, contaminating the textual content of that sec-
tion (see §5.1). We hope to use positional data to resolve
this problem (i.e., we will identify footnotes by their page
location, and pair them up with the correct references)[1].
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